Instruction for Question 1-5: Choose the most suitable option on the basis of the passage given
below.
1. Rohit does not like staying at home.
2. He is happy cycling around with his friends.
3. However these children don’t make noise.
4. They love licking specal ice-cream of the colony shop.
5. They enjoy crunchy tiny figs in the ice-cream.

1.

Staying in line 1 means –
A. playing
B. sleeping
C. living
D. studying

2.

Which of the following is opposite in meaning to the word happy in line 2?
A. cry
B. sad
C. dull
D. laugh

3.

'Don't make noise' in line 4 means that children are
A. shy
B. calm
C. intelligent
D. inside their houses

4.

Which of the following is correct spelling of specal in line 4?
A. Speshal
B. Spacial
C. Special
D. Specal

5.

Which of the following is opposite in meaning to the word tiny in line 5?
A. small
B. black
C. tasty
D. big

Instruction for Question 6-20: There are three passages in this section. Each passage is followed
by 4-6 questions. Answer the questions on the basis of the passage
The New Game
It was Tina’s first day at new school. She loved the big playground. One day, Tina saw Shobhit and
Kiran playing a new game. They were jumping with one foot on the white square boxes made on
the sidewalk. Each box had a number.
Tina was excited. She wanted to learn and asked “Can I play?” Shobhit and Kiran showed her how
to throw a small stone into one of the square and jump with one foot. Tina tried like her friends.
She fell, and felt sad
Shobit said, “Don’t worry. Try jumping again!” Tina started again. This time, Tina jumped on every
square.

6.

What did Tina like about her new school?
A. school building
B. playground
C. swings
D. swimming pool

7.

Which of the following has NOT been mentioned about the game?
A. throwing stone
B. playing with one foot
C. jumping on white squares
D. minimum four players

8.

What happened the first time when Tina tried the new game?
A. She liked it.
B. She won it.
C. She fell down.
D. He lost the stone.

9.

Where did most of this story happen?
A. inside Tina’s house
B. in the park
C. inside the classroom
D. in school playground

10.

On the basis of the story, what kind of person is Shobhit?
A. kind and helpful
B. hard working
C. loves to sing
D. clever and intelligent

My Loving Uncle
My uncle Raj lives far away. Last week he came to meet us. He asked me what I wanted to do. I
was completely lost.
My first wish was to go to the Children Park. My next wish was to play a game of ball. I also
wanted to go for a movie. Finally, we played for a long time in the park.
It was late evening, when the biggest surprise came. Uncle bought me a new colourful bike. What
a pleasant surprise!

11.

Who is narrator of the above story?
A. A child
B. A teacher
C. Child’s father
D. Uncle Raj

12.

What did Uncle Raj asked?
A. writer’s wish
B. age of the write
C. class in which writer studies
D. writer’s choice of career

13.

Which of the following was NOT the writer’s wish?
A. to go for a movie
B. to go to a restaurant
C. to go to Children Park
D. to play a ball game

14.

What was the biggest surprise?
A. a video game
B. a ball
C. a bike
D. a chocolate box

15.

The bike came as a surprise, because it was A. costly
B. colourful
C. unexpected
D. packed

Fruit parade
DIRECTIONS :
Each child will dress like a fruit of choice. Winner fruit would receive a vegetable basket!
How to be a fruit:
A. Cut two pieces of cardboard larger than your body. These will be the front and back covers of a very big fruit.
B. Trim it in the shape of your favourite fruit.

Take help of elders while handling scissors.
C. Paint one side of each cardboard piece like fruit. Use darker shades for bright look.
D. Print the name of the fruit in bold, huge and clear letters.
E. Now make small holes in the top of each piece of cardboard.

Take help of elders.
F. Use string to tie the front and back covers loosely together. Slip the two covers over your head so that they
hang on your shoulders.

You are ready to join the parade.

16.

According to the passage, which of these is NOT needed to make a fruit?
A. cardboards
B. colours
C. tissue paper
D. scissors

17.

“Cut two pieces of cardboard larger than your body.” Larger pieces are needed because A. children have to wear it
B. it has to be put along road sides
C. it has to be posted on walls
D. children have to roll on it

18.

Which of the following is NOT a part of fruit making process, in the passage?
A. Write name of the fruit
B. Make holes at the top
C. Paint cut outs in fruit colour
D. Paste cardboard pieces together

19.

Why it has been suggested “Take help of elders”?
A. Items used in fruit may be costly.
B. It is difficult for children to remember steps.
C. Children may get hurt while using scissors.
D. Children cannot carry large cardboard pieces.

20.

What are children expected to do?
A. Wear fruit masks and run
B. Dress like a fruit and walk
C. Make posters on benefits of fruit
D. Display fruit posters in exhibition

Instruction for Question 1-5: Choose the most suitable option on the basis of the passage given
below.
1. Rohit does not like staying at home.
2. He is happy cycling around with his friends.
3. However these children don’t make noise.
4. They love licking specal ice-cream of the colony shop.
5. They enjoy crunchy tiny figs in the ice-cream.

1.

Staying in line 1 means –
A. playing
B. sleeping
C. living
D. studying

Correct Answer : C

2.

Which of the following is opposite in meaning to the word happy in line 2?
A. cry
B. sad
C. dull
D. laugh

Correct Answer : B

3.

'Don't make noise' in line 4 means that children are
A. shy
B. calm
C. intelligent
D. inside their houses

Correct Answer : B

4.

Which of the following is correct spelling of specal in line 4?
A. Speshal
B. Spacial
C. Special
D. Specal

Correct Answer : C

5.

Which of the following is opposite in meaning to the word tiny in line 5?
A. small
B. black
C. tasty
D. big

Correct Answer : D
Instruction for Question 6-20: There are three passages in this section. Each passage is followed
by 4-6 questions. Answer the questions on the basis of the passage
The New Game
It was Tina’s first day at new school. She loved the big playground. One day, Tina saw Shobhit and
Kiran playing a new game. They were jumping with one foot on the white square boxes made on
the sidewalk. Each box had a number.
Tina was excited. She wanted to learn and asked “Can I play?” Shobhit and Kiran showed her how
to throw a small stone into one of the square and jump with one foot. Tina tried like her friends.
She fell, and felt sad
Shobit said, “Don’t worry. Try jumping again!” Tina started again. This time, Tina jumped on every
square.

6.

What did Tina like about her new school?
A. school building
B. playground
C. swings
D. swimming pool

Correct Answer : B

7.

Which of the following has NOT been mentioned about the game?
A. throwing stone
B. playing with one foot
C. jumping on white squares
D. minimum four players

Correct Answer : D

8.

What happened the first time when Tina tried the new game?
A. She liked it.
B. She won it.
C. She fell down.
D. He lost the stone.

Correct Answer : C

9.

Where did most of this story happen?
A. inside Tina’s house
B. in the park
C. inside the classroom
D. in school playground

Correct Answer : D

10.

On the basis of the story, what kind of person is Shobhit?
A. kind and helpful
B. hard working
C. loves to sing
D. clever and intelligent

Correct Answer : A

My Loving Uncle
My uncle Raj lives far away. Last week he came to meet us. He asked me what I wanted to do. I
was completely lost.
My first wish was to go to the Children Park. My next wish was to play a game of ball. I also
wanted to go for a movie. Finally, we played for a long time in the park.
It was late evening, when the biggest surprise came. Uncle bought me a new colourful bike. What
a pleasant surprise!

11.

Who is narrator of the above story?
A. A child
B. A teacher
C. Child’s father
D. Uncle Raj

Correct Answer : A

12.

What did Uncle Raj asked?
A. writer’s wish
B. age of the write
C. class in which writer studies
D. writer’s choice of career

Correct Answer : A

13.

Which of the following was NOT the writer’s wish?
A. to go for a movie
B. to go to a restaurant
C. to go to Children Park
D. to play a ball game

Correct Answer : B

14.

What was the biggest surprise?
A. a video game
B. a ball
C. a bike
D. a chocolate box

Correct Answer : C

15.

The bike came as a surprise, because it was A. costly
B. colourful
C. unexpected
D. packed

Correct Answer : C

Fruit parade
DIRECTIONS :
Each child will dress like a fruit of choice. Winner fruit would receive a vegetable basket!
How to be a fruit:
A. Cut two pieces of cardboard larger than your body. These will be the front and back covers of a very big fruit.
B. Trim it in the shape of your favourite fruit.

Take help of elders while handling scissors.
C. Paint one side of each cardboard piece like fruit. Use darker shades for bright look.
D. Print the name of the fruit in bold, huge and clear letters.
E. Now make small holes in the top of each piece of cardboard.

Take help of elders.
F. Use string to tie the front and back covers loosely together. Slip the two covers over your head so that they
hang on your shoulders.

You are ready to join the parade.

16.

According to the passage, which of these is NOT needed to make a fruit?
A. cardboards
B. colours
C. tissue paper
D. scissors

Correct Answer : C

17.

“Cut two pieces of cardboard larger than your body.” Larger pieces are needed because A. children have to wear it
B. it has to be put along road sides
C. it has to be posted on walls
D. children have to roll on it

Correct Answer : A

18.

Which of the following is NOT a part of fruit making process, in the passage?
A. Write name of the fruit
B. Make holes at the top
C. Paint cut outs in fruit colour
D. Paste cardboard pieces together

Correct Answer : D

19.

Why it has been suggested “Take help of elders”?
A. Items used in fruit may be costly.
B. It is difficult for children to remember steps.
C. Children may get hurt while using scissors.
D. Children cannot carry large cardboard pieces.

Correct Answer : C

20.

What are children expected to do?
A. Wear fruit masks and run
B. Dress like a fruit and walk
C. Make posters on benefits of fruit
D. Display fruit posters in exhibition

Correct Answer : B

